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Morell Bridge, South Yarra

DISTINCTLY SOUTH YARRA
Presenting a crafted collection of residences rising above Melbourne’s most exclusive locale.

Artist Impression
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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THE LOCATION

If South Yarra is
Melbourne’s most
prestigious location,
then Claremont Street
is the city’s most
exclusive address.
And at the heart of
it all is Yarra One.

Home to award-winning dining, high-end
shopping and leading schools, this exclusive
pocket of Melbourne exudes a natural grace
and an inherent sense of style.
Living here means experiencing the location’s
old-world charm and enduring sense of
character every day.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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CONNECTED TRANSPORT
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River to the sprawling Royal
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SHOPPING CENTRAL
Melbourne’s home of international
brands is along Collins Street, with a
wide range of independent boutiques
and major stores throughout the CBD.

AN ICONIC RIVER
Flowing from the hills to the bay,

The ‘Paris end’ of Collins Street

the Yarra River winds through
Melbourne’s most prestigious
suburbs. From South Yarra, it’s
an easy walk along its riverside
pathways into the CBD and on
to Southbank.
Morell Bridge, South Yarra

A GARDEN STATE
Melbourne is known for its broad
expanses of parkland alongside the river
and around the city. With avenues of elms,
rolling lawns and picturesque gardens
close by, this is a place to reconnect
with nature moments from home.
Kings Domain, Melbourne

CULTURAL CAPITAL
Melbourne is not only home to the
country’s finest galleries, orchestras and
theatre companies, the city also hosts a full
calendar of events and festivals providing
entertainment to suit everyone’s taste.
Regent Theatre, Melbourne

CITY OF LEARNING
World-class tertiary institutions provide
a wide range of educational pathways
to careers in law, medicine, commerce,
science, design and more. The city’s
finest universities are all easily accessible
from South Yarra.
Melbourne Grammar School, South Yarra

Yarra One
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Street, you’re in excellent
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commands superior views over
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the skyline of the CBD, at
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ground level this address is
Chapel Street

nestled among the very best
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Top Paddock Café

01

Space Furniture
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Meizai Furniture
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Baby Pizza
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Vogue Atrium
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Woolworths South Yarra
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The Olsen Hotel
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Zumbo Café
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Two Birds One Stone Café
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Sth Central Restaurant
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Aesop South Yarra
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Palace Cinema Como
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Miss Chu Restaurant
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Thirty Eight Chairs
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Elizabeth Street
Yarra One
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South Yarra
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JUST DESSERTS
As seriously as Melbourne takes
its food culture, there is always room
to try something new or decadent.
South Yarra matches its fine dining
reputation with casual eateries and
take-home gourmet delights.

AWARDED RESTAURANTS

Zumbo - Claremont Street,

South Yarra is home to

South Yarra

long-established, multi-awardwinning restaurants, with fine
French dining alongside new
contemporary Australian cuisine
and on-trend international fare.
Entrecôte - Domain Road,
South Yarra

LOCAL FASHION
Chapel Street has long been
Melbourne’s go-to destination to
sample the latest clothes from local
designers and international labels,
with surrounding streets and laneways
offering a more eclectic selection.

CAFÉ CULTURE
Scanlan Theodore - Chapel Street,
From single-origin to cold-drip,

South Yarra

Melbourne’s demand for high quality
coffee is legendary. In the lanes
surrounding Yarra One, that demand
is met by several of the city’s best baristas.
Two Birds One Stone Café - Claremont
Street, South Yarra

HOME OF DESIGN
For inspiration and the perfect piece to
complement your Yarra One home, this part
of Melbourne provides a seemingly endless
array of artisan wares and one-off objects.
Space Furniture - Church Street, Richmond
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Royal Botanic Gardens

THE PRECINCT

Introducing
Yarra One

Yarra One is the final masterstroke in
the Forrest Hill precinct. Connecting
Yarra Lane to Daly Street, which in turn
flows through to Chapel Street, the atrium
will be a destination and a natural heart of
Melbourne’s most exclusive neighbourhood.
Rising above the atrium is the elliptical
tower of Yarra One, with a refined and
sculptural composition and gleaming
curved façade designed to provide a full
spectrum of views. While it commands
a grand presence on the skyline, Fender
Katsalidis has been mindful to anchor the
building within the context of South Yarra.
The result is an address which is both
visually compelling and perfectly at home.
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Artist Impression

South Yarra
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THE PRECINCT

A sense
of place

Enclosing the atrium is the building’s
grand signature trellis. With soaring
frames and climbing greenery, this
will be a dramatic space for the
South Yarra community and a proud
entranceway for Yarra One itself.
The dappled light filtering through the
trellis will change throughout the day
as the sun passes overhead, illuminating
the public spaces and adding to the
precinct’s dynamic energy.
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - ground floor atrium
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - ground floor atrium
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Daly Street
12

A precinct
within a precinct
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ARCHITECTURAL VISION
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There is an almost intangible
classic quality to South Yarra.
In the architecture of Yarra One,
we’ve reflected this through
a design language of pure
geometry. Circular, elliptical
and rectilinear forms combine
to create a new building that is
both bold yet welcoming.
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Positioned in the centre of
the area’s pedestrian traffic
between the train station and
Chapel Street, the atrium has
been designed to be used and
embraced by the community.
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For the residents, the experience
within Yarra One is one of
immersive materiality and refined
detail. Composed of clean lines,
subdued lighting, green outlooks
and rich textures, both the
shared amenity spaces and the
residences themselves offer a
haven of calm and the warmth
of a traditional home.

Yarra Lane
03

Melbourne’s famous Degraves Street.

Karl Fender, Founding Director
MD, Fender Katsalidis Architects
02

Claremont Street

INSPIRED BY MELBOURNE’S LANEWAYS

Yarra Lane

01

Direct walkway to Daly Street

02

Ground floor providore

03

Bluestone paving
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and eclectic boutiques. Former pedestrian

Performance stage
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pathways and disused civic spaces are now

Tenancy lifts
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Proposed level 1 restaurant
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Atrium steps and meeting place
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Level 1 access to Daly Street
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restaurant and retail shopfronts – providing

Planter boxes
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not only a new lifestyle destination for

Car park entry
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Connection to Chapel Street
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The central business district of Melbourne
is famous for its network of laneways,
bustling with cafés, galleries, specialty shops

the lifeblood of the city’s built environment.
That tradition has been embraced at
Yarra One, where alongside the landscaped
walkway are spaces designed for a café,

South Yarra, but also a convenient place
for residents to pick up last minute shopping
or the perfect coffee.

01

Artist Impression, image not to scale.

Yarra One

South Yarra
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THE
SECTION
CONCIERGE
HEADING

A welcome
style

Stepping through the doors of Yarra One into the ground
floor lobby, the world outside falls away and the building’s
focus on materiality begins. The eye is immediately drawn
to the monolithic marble block sculpted as a reception desk
and framed by elegant brass and bronze detailing.
This is where the concierge will welcome your guests, receive
your packages, organise your transport or arrange your
reservations for amenity spaces within the building. From
joining a morning yoga session to securing a restaurant table,
the concierge provides a luxury hotel-style service every day.
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - ground floor lobby
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SECTION
THE
LIFESTYLE
HEADING

Space to unwind.
Time to be yourself.
Your extended home
is a place of relaxed
glamour with a distinct
sense of style.

At Yarra One the dining and library spaces are a
natural extension of your home, presented with the
same rich, smoked timber floors in a fine chevron
pattern, with soaring double-height ceilings and a
green outlook against the lush garden wall.
From the mezzanine cocktail level to the plush lounge
seating in the library around an elegant fireplace
under the building’s signature Manhattan Grey
marble, this is an open and meticulously styled place
to spend time alone or entertain friends in style.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - level 2 private kitchen / dining
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - level 2 library lounge
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HEALTH & WELLNESS

A sense of self.
Yarra One features
a range of expertly
designed spaces with
a focus on wellness,
helping residents
maintain a healthy
body and mind.

Level 1 provides residents with the ultimate
in convenient fitness and relaxation. A stateof-the-art gym looks out onto the greenery of
the residents’ garden, while the yoga and dance
studio, with light oak flooring and a signature
screening pattern on the windows, connects
to the private spa terrace.
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Artist Impression - level 1 gymnasium

South Yarra
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - level 1 yoga retreat / dance studio
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - level 1 spa retreat
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WINE CELLAR

Your private
reserve

Modelled after a finely detailed cigar box, the
wine room at Yarra One has been designed to
reflect the prestige of the bottles contained
within. Smoked oak floors, timber joinery and
bronze accents provide the setting for residents
to cellar their wine collections in temperaturecontrolled conditions. The wine room is adjacent
to the lounge and dining room – perfect for
uncorking bottles or preparing cheese boards
for your next cocktail party.
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Artist Impression - level 2 private cellars

South Yarra
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A sense of wonder
Artist Impression - rooftop entertainment

The clean design language of Yarra One continues on the rooftop,
where circular shapes combine to create spaces to gather with
neighbours around fire pits in a lush garden setting, surrounded
by built forms which frame the breathtaking panoramic views.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Artist Impression
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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THE RESIDENCES

textured
living

The residences of Yarra One present a range
of styles and plans to suit every lifestyle, and all
finished with a refined approach to materiality.
From the fine grain of the chevron timber floors,
to the luxury of the honed benchtops, each space
is composed of surfaces which are not only
beautiful to look at but exquisite to touch.
These beautiful homes have a warm and
distinctive mood, with balanced tones and curated
textures designed to provide a sophisticated
canvas and an elevated experience.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Artist Impression - three bedroom living

Orientated to experience the full breadth of views through the
enveloping floor-to-ceiling windows, the living spaces of each residence
have been thoughtfully planned with designated lounge, dining and
kitchen spaces. Custom designed pendant lights and elegant island
benches introduce an additional layer of sculpted artistry.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Artist Impression - level 20 three bedroom terrace
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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MODULAR STORAGE

a sense of
craftsmanship

From the reception shelves by the entrance,
to the modular robes within the master
bedroom, the emphasis on finely crafted
joinery extends throughout the home.
With recessed lighting and display areas,
these superb pieces of furniture both
safeguard and showcase your belongings.
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Artist Impression - joinery detail

South Yarra
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JOINERY & MATERIALS

bespoke
kitchens

Just as impressive as the finely detailed joinery and
surfaces in the kitchen is the intelligent design behind the
scenes. With a range of configurations including generous
butler’s pantries and island benches, as well as premium
integrated Miele appliances throughout, these are both

Artist Impression - three bedroom kitchen joinery

elegant and practical spaces at the heart of each home.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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The lighter tones in the oak flooring,
benchtop and light joinery connect visually
with the bronze pendant lights and kitchen
range hoods in the light scheme.

light
scheme
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - penthouse kitchen light scheme

In the darker scheme, the bronze pendant lights
and kitchen range hood provide a contrast with
the dramatic tones of the dark stone benchtop,
ebonised joinery and oak flooring.

dark
scheme

Artist Impression - bathroom light scheme

South Yarra
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Yarra One

Artist Impression - penthouse kitchen dark scheme

Artist Impression - bathroom dark scheme

South Yarra
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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Artist Impression - three bedroom

As your most personal space, your bedroom has
been designed to best accommodate your personal style.
With integrated shelving, robes, drawers and a dressing
table, this is where your belongings become a collection –
thoughtfully concealed or purposefully displayed.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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The Developer

ECOWORLD-SALCON Y1 PTY LTD

Address:
Ground Floor 9-11 Claremont Street
(Entrance from Yarra Lane)
South Yarra, VIC 3141
Phone:

+613 9826 2500

Fax:

+613 9826 0701

Email:

info@yarraone.com.au

Eureka Tower, Melbourne

The Creator

Based in Melbourne but working across Australia and
internationally, the work of Fender Katsalidis has a unified
thread: an intense exploration of the spirit of each place
where the studio works, and how its architects can
understand, enhance and invigorate those qualities. Recent
highly successful projects include the NewActon precinct
in Canberra, Australia’s tallest building, Eureka Tower in
Melbourne, and cultural icons such as MONA in Hobart.
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Yarra One

South Yarra
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ECO WORLD-SALCON Y1 PTY LTD

MELBOURNE

KUALA LUMPUR

SINGAPORE

SYDNEY

LONDON

EcoWorld International Gallery,

EcoWorld International Gallery,

c/o EcoWorld Gallery,

EcoWorld International Gallery,

EcoWorld International, (UK)

Ground Floor, 9-11 Claremont St

No 2, Jalan Hang Tuah

1, St Martin’s Drive

Suite 1701, 99 Mount Street

3rd floor, News Building

South Yarra

55100 Kuala Lumpur

B1-01 Singapore 257988

North Sydney

3 London Bridge Street

(Along Tanglin Road)

New South Wales 2060

London SE1 9SG

Victoria 3141

United Kingdom
+613 9826 2500

03-2116 2525

+65 6235 2525

+612 9689 2525

+44(0)2037436143

melbourne@ecoworldinternational.com

ewi@ecoworldinternational.com

sg-gallery@ecoworld.my

sydney@ecoworldinternational.com

corp@ecoworldinternational.com

The information contained in this document is indicative only. All dimensions, finishes and specifications depicted are subject to change without notice. The furniture depicted is indicative only and does not form part of the Contract of Sale.
The Vendor and its consultants and agents do not warrant the accuracy of any information provided in this document and do not accept any liability for negligence, any error, misrepresentation, discrepancy or otherwise of such information.
The Vendor accepts no liability for any loss or damage howsoever arising to any person or corporation who may rely on the information contained in this document for any purpose. This document is not intended to form part of any Contract
of Sale for any property referred to in this document. Purchasers should refer to the Contract of Sale for final design concepts and apartment sizes. This document remains the property of the Vendor and must not be copied or distributed.
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